
ACCELERATE and start your business fast to be on your way
to long-term residual income!

Accelerate to TEAM LEADER and earn an extra bonus of $3,075!

HELP your personally sponsored team member hit
TEAM LEADER and earn $1,375!

UNLIMITED Accelerator sponsor bonuses can be earned!

The promotion period begins October, and runs through December, 2011.  

(Those new Team Members who enroll and activate in September can participate as well.)

The Accelerator Bonus pays out as follows:

Accelerator Team Member Bonus Accelerator Sponsor Bonus

Star - $75     $25 

Bronze - $250    $100 

Silver - $500    $200 

Gold - $750    $350 

Team Leader - $1500   $700

Sample Accelerator Earnings:

Sally activates with 3 TCs on Oct 5th. She reaches the rank of Star in October. She earns $75 

and her sponsor Traci earns $25. In November, Sally achieves Team Leader. She earns each 

rank accelerator bonus from Bronze to Team Leader for a total of $3,000! Her sponsor Traci 

earns each rank bonus as well for a total of $1,350!

New Team Members earn EXTRA CASH
Sponsors earn Accelerator MATCH



The Accelerator Challenge is designed to 

reward those new Synergy Team Members 

for starting their Synergy business strong!

The promotion period begins October, and runs 

through December, 2011.  (Those new Team Members 

who enroll and activate in September can participate 

as well.)  You can track your progress in this promotion 

through Synergy Pulse.

New Team Members earn EXTRA CASH

During this promotion, new Team Members who enroll 

with 3 Tracking Centers have the remainder of the 

commission month in which they enroll plus the 

following full commission month to be rewarded as 

they earn new pin title ranks.  They earn a cumulative 

Accelerator bonus for each pin title they achieve, either 

during their enrollment month, or the following 

commission month.  

Example: A new Team Member who enrolls on Oct 10th 

has the rest of October, plus all of November to 

achieve as high a new monthly pin title rank as 

possible in October and/ or November. The 

Accelerator Bonus will reward them for earning each 

title for the first time, up to Team Leader during either 

commission month.

The new Team Member must activate with 3 Tracking 

Centers, or upgrade to 3 Tracking Centers by their 

second commission period, and be actively enrolled in 

autoship at the standard level or higher (120 CV US / 

80 CV CAN) in order to participate in this promotion.

Sponsors earn Accelerator MATCH

Sponsoring Team Members will be rewarded for 

helping the new Team Members they sponsor to 

quickly succeed during this promotion period.  Help 

support your new team members to advance and grow 

their Synergy business from the start!

Every time a Team Member earns an Accelerator Team 

Member bonus, their sponsor will earn the 

corresponding Accelerator Sponsor bonus.  As the new 

Team Members increase in pin level rank, and earn a 

higher Accelerator bonus, the sponsor’s Accelerator 

bonus increases too!

The sponsoring Team Member must be actively 

enrolled in autoship throughout the challenge period in 

order to participate in this promotion.

SPECIAL ACCELERATOR PACK:

$370 • 300 CV ($566 value)

Includes:

4 - Mistica or 2 - Soul

4 - ProArgi-9+ Mixed Berry Single Serve Packets

2 - ProArgi-9+ Active

Call Customer Service for Details.

NOTE: This is a promotion for the North America 

region; only US and Canadian sponsors and Team 

Members can participate.  The accelerator bonus will 

be included in the normal monthly commission payout 

with the final opportunity to earn a bonus in January 

(paid in February). 


